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Chapter

Ti$_3$C$_2$ MXene-Based Nanobiosensors for Detection of Cancer Biomarkers

Lenka Lorencova, Kishor Kumar Sadasivuni, Peter Kasak and Jan Tkac

Abstract

This chapter provides information about basic properties of MXenes (2D nanomaterials) that are attractive for a design of various types of nanobiosensors. The second part of the chapter discusses MXene synthesis and various protocols for modification of MXene making it a suitable matrix for immobilization of bioreceptors such as antibodies, DNA aptamers or DNA molecules. The final part of the chapter summarizes examples of MXene-based nanobiosensors developed using optical, electrochemical and nanomechanical transducing schemes. Operational characteristics of such devices such as sensitivity, limit of detection, assay time, assay reproducibility and potential for multiplexing are provided. In particular MXene-based nanobiosensors for detection of a number of cancer biomarkers are shown here.
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1. Introduction

1.1 MXenes: their precursors, characterization, unique properties and applications

Nanomaterials of the 2D kind are in the research spotlight due to their superior properties like ultrathin structure and intriguing physico-chemical properties [1–3]. Graphene has made researchers believing in extracting single layer transition metal dichalcogenides, which in turn has led to extensive research dedicated towards 2D nanomaterials [4, 5]. Since their inception, 2D nanomaterials have been characterized to have exceptional electronic, mechanical, and optical properties. These outstanding characteristics have driven research to use them in almost all fields of materials science and nanotechnology [6–8]. Rather recently in 2011 and 2012, Gogotsi, Barsoum, and colleagues have successfully prepared a new kind of 2D nanomaterial - MXenes, composed of a large group of transition metal carbides and carbonitrides [9–13]. These 2D nanomaterials are found to possess many striking properties and boost attraction in applications such as energy storage [14–16], electromagnetic shielding [17, 18], water treatment [19, 20], disease treatment [21] and (bio)sensing [22, 23], MXenes are made up of atomic layers of different materials like transition metal carbides, nitrides, or carbonitrides. All MAX phases consist of two-dimensional slabs of close-packed alternating layers of $M$ and $A$, where $M$ is a transition metal, $A$ is an A-group element and $X$ is C and/or N [23].
The selective chemical etching of “A” in “MAX” phases have led to successful synthesis of MXenes. MAX phases are found to have elusive properties like stiff elasticity, good thermal and electrical conductivity, as well as relatively low thermal expansion coefficients and resistance towards chemical attack. There is a general formula for MXene synthesis where, “MAX” phases have a formula of M_{n+1}AX_n, with “M” meaning early d-transition metal, “A” representing the main group sp-element, and “X” indicates C and/or N [24]. Hence, with this analogy, more than 70 different kinds of MXenes with different M and X are theoretically possible to synthesize. Out of these theoretical MXene types, 20 different combinations of MXenes have been synthesized successfully [25]. MXenes can conduct heat and electricity like metals and are strong and brittle like ceramics with high surface area. Exfoliated MXene exhibits higher pseudocapacitance than most capacitive materials [26]. Additionally, the MXene-have properties like a clay. Furthermore, Ca^{2+}, Mg^{2+} and Al^{3+} ions (intercalated polyvalent cations) have all shown a huge storage power capacity [27–29]. It needs to be stressed out that energy storage capacity, high conductivity, photochemical properties, modulated surface chemistry and tunable composition make MXene and their derivatives very perspective to (bio)sensing applications.

2D MXenes are candidates for energy storage [30] (Li-ion batteries, supercapacitors) and electromagnetic interference shielding applications [31–35] and in the form of composites become ever more useful for sensing as e.g. gas sensing devices [36, 37], pressure sensor [38, 39] and sensors for various analytes [40–43]. Number of other biomedical applications (such as biosensor, biological imaging, photothermal therapy, drug delivery, theranostic nanoplatforms and antibacterial agents) have become a challenge for MXenes [44]. The antibacterial properties making them potentially appealing for nanomedicine were proved for (Ti_3C_2T_x) MXene quantum dots [45], MXene-hybridized silane film [46], Cu_2O/MXene [47] and MXene-gold nanoclusters [48] etc. The multifunctional MXenes have attracted attention in biosensing [49, 50] with the aim at the ultrasensitive determination of cancer diseases related biomarkers. Examples include biosensors based on Ti_3C_2 MXenes-Au NPs hybrids, delaminated Ti_3C_2T_x MXene@AuNPs, nanohybrid of Ti_3C_2T_x MXene and phosphomolybdic acid (PMo_{12}) embedded with polypyrrole, MXene-TiO_2/BiVO_4 hybrid and AuNPs/Ti_3C_2 MXene three-dimensional nanocomposite for detection of carcinoembryonic antigen [51], prostate specific antigen [52], osteopontin [53], CD44 [54] and microRNA-155 [55], respectively.

2. MXene synthesis

Generally, top-down selective etching process is used for the synthesis of MXenes [56]. Strong etching solutions containing a fluoride ion (F⁻) such as hydrofluoric acid (HF), ammonium difluoride (NH_4HF_2), and a mixture of hydrochloric acid (HCl) and lithium fluoride (LiF) are used for production of MXene in such processes [57]. Since typically, the etching process results in replacement of the M-A bond by M-O, M-OH, M-H, and M-F bonds on the surface of MXenes, the structure of MXenes can be expressed as M_{n+1}X_nT_x or M_{n+1}X_n (M and X are in same form as the MAX phase and T is =O, -OH, -H, or -F) [58, 59].

A single and/or few layers of MXene can be synthetized by exfoliation or delamination of a multilayer structure of a MAX phase. The composition and electrochemical properties of MXene strongly depend on the conditions used during etching procedure [60]. As an example, application of LiF/HCl as etchant led to production of MXene with interlayers intercalated with Li⁺ ions. Exfoliation can be
done by a simple shaking or by sonication and prolonged sonication time results in production of MXene with small size of nanosheets and high density of defects [61]. An alternative to use of highly corrosive and harmful HF is to employ small organic molecules or ions such as urea [62], dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) [12] (only for Ti$_3$C$_2$Tx MXene) or isopropylamine as etchants [63]. MAX phase containing Si can be also exfoliated using tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH) and tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAOH) [64].

3. MXene characterization

Since introduction of nanolayered and machinable MXenes in 2011 by Gogotsi and co-workers through wet-etching process with HF to obtain multilayered flakes of Ti$_3$C$_2$Tx [13], few improvements in MXene synthesis and MXene-nanocomposite preparation resulted in various elemental composition and surface functionality [65]. In last few years the single layers of MXene were isolated adding salts or organic solvents (NH$_4$HF$_2$, tetrabutylammonium hydroxide, isopropylamine) during synthesis process and resulted in delaminated MXene layers. The significant breakthrough for MXene synthesis named as “clay method” in 2014 was based on *in situ* formation of HF (LiF/HCl). The lattice $c$ parameter increased to a value of $\approx 40 \text{ Å}$ by applying LiF–HCl as an etchant to produce Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ instead of HF etchant with a lattice $c$ parameter of 20 Å [60]. The battery of techniques were employed to observe variations in the composition of Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene produced either by HF or LiF–HCl method including nuclear magnetic resonance ($^1$H, $^{13}$C and $^{19}$F NMR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction method (XRD), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) techniques [59]. The most suitable combination presented utilization of LiF/HCl as an etchant with minimally intensive layer delamination “MILD” method instead of sonication to produce huge MXene flakes with minimum of defects [66]. Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene has become an attractive subject of interest due its high capacitance ($\approx 1500 \text{ F cm}^{-2}$) in supercapacitors and excellent high metallic conductivity ($\approx 15,000 \text{ S cm}^{-1}$). On the other hand there is still demand to improve stability of MXene flakes with a poor resistance in aerated aqueous suspensions resulting in oxidized form with loss of its activity for potential applications [67]. The optimization of etching process is cardinal to access single- to few-layer Ti$_3$C$_2$ MXene flakes. SEM technique providing information about flake size and distribution revealed formation of aggregates on the surface varying in size i.e. having few µm in size or with size larger than 10 µm in a lateral dimension. It was found out by atomic force microscopy (AFM), that thickness of single MXene monolayer was $1.1 \pm 0.1 \text{ nm}$ for Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ [68]. Platinum nanoparticles with average diameter of 3 nm were homogeneously distributed on the MXene sheets surface, that was found out by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [69]. MXene and oxidized MXene were analyzed and differentiated by applying Raman spectroscopy method providing more detailed information about the characteristic vibrational bands and the dependence thickness of Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ layers on Raman signal enhancement [68–71].

The electrochemical behavior employing methods like cyclic voltammetry (CV), chronoamperometry (CA), differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) revealed significant findings related to the electrochemical activity of MXene. The electrochemical investigation of Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene to detect significant analytes (O$_2$, H$_2$O$_2$ and NADH) was performed by applying cyclic voltammetry and chronoamperometry techniques, whereas Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ demonstrated electrocatalytic activity towards H$_2$O$_2$ reduction with LOD at nanomolar level [68]. Unfortunately, formation of TiO$_2$ layer or domains with
subsequent TiO$_2$ dissolution caused by F$^-$ ions was observed during oxidation process at anodic potential window in a plain phosphate buffer electrolyte pH 7.0 leading to the decrease in electrochemical activity of Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene.

The improvement of stability and redox behavior was achieved by further modification of MXene with nanoparticles of platinum (Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$/Pt) [69, 72]. The electrocatalytically active sensor based on Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$/Pt nanocomposite successfully determined H$_2$O$_2$ by CA, and moreover small organic molecules (acetaminophen, dopamine, ascorbic acid, uric acid) were selectively determined by DPV [72].

In addition electrochemical study confirmed significant differences in a negative charge density on the MXene surface as well electrocatalytic activity depending on the etchant (HF, LiF/HCl) used during MXene synthesis with preference towards utilization of LiF/HCl [60].

Aryldiazonium salts were utilized in modification of Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene either spontaneously by free electrons or electrochemically. Electrochemical modification of Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene by aryldiazonium-based grafting with derivatives bearing a SB- or CB- betaine pendant moiety was performed by cyclic voltammetry in a potential window from 0 V to −1 V with a sweep rate of 0.25 V s$^{-1}$ and 48 cycles. The electrochemical grafting resulted in denser CB or SB layer on MXene interface, lower interfacial resistance and an electrochemically active surface area for SB layer in comparison to CB layer [73].

In the following years the exponential increase in the number of affinity-based MXene biosensors can be expected, though it is necessary to develop advanced strategies for modification of MXene interfaces with an effort to eliminate non-specific binding of proteins, bring in anti-fouling behavior and immobilize target biomolecules. Electrochemical methods can be employed as a useful tools for interfacial patterning, characterization of MXene-based biosensors and furthermore ultrasensitive detection of cancer related biomarkers [23].

4. MXene functionalization

4.1 Covalent modification of Ti$_3$C$_2$ MXenes with biomolecules

Functionalization and various methods for synthesis of MXenes can result in production of the nanomaterial with a diverse range of properties. This is why, it is very important to describe synthesis of MXenes in full details. Another point to focus on is to properly describe delamination conditions since the flake size and density of defects governs MXene’s surface properties and stability. It is important to know the molecular structure of MXenes in order to decide the best application of such nanomaterial for catalysis, (bio)sensing or for chemical adsorption of various compounds.

Due to presence of -OH groups on surface, functionalization of MXene employing silylation reagents was developed by a simple reaction with triethoxysilane derivatives [74–76]. Such modification led to production of nanosheets of Ti$_3$C$_2$-MXene uniformly patterned by aminosilane moieties allowing NHS/EDC-based amine coupling for covalent immobilization of bioceptors such as anti- carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) antibodies [77].

Another viable surface modification of MXenes can be done by applying zwitterions. It was observed that spontaneous grafting of sulfobetaine (SB) and carboxybetaine (CB) derivatives onto Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene is feasible [73]. The approach is similar to spontaneous grafting of diazonium salt modified zwitterions to gold nanoshell modified particles by consuming surface plasmons (free electron cloud) present within Au nanoshells [78]. Even though spontaneous grafting of diazonium...
salt modified zwitterions to MXene was feasible, electrochemically triggered grafting of diazonium salts bearing zwitterionic pendants was more effective (Figure 1) [73]. Electrochemical characterization tools confirmed a much quicker spontaneous SB grafting compared to spontaneous CB grafting. Zwitterionic modification is considered as a benchmark to design antibiofouling interfaces with such modification offering to reduce dramatically non-specific protein binding compared to an unmodified MXene interface [73]. It is worth mentioning that grafting of a mixed layer composed of CB and SB can be applied to tune density of carboxylic groups and by amine coupling chemistry it is possible to finely tune density of immobilized bioreceptors for effective and efficient recognition of an analyte via affinity interactions [79]. Diazonium salts can be utilized in order to achieve stable modification of all surfaces (radical reaction providing most often disordered oligomers (“multilayers”)) [80].

Figure 1. Electrochemically triggered grafting of diazonium salt-containing compounds to conductive surfaces. Electrochemical reduction of diazonium salt-containing compounds is feasible via freely available clouds of electrons (plasmons) present in metallic nanoparticles, but also in MXene.

Diazonium salts can be easily synthetized from aromatic amines that are commercially available. Modification can be performed by applying different grafting methods like electrochemistry, spontaneous reduction, by reducing surfaces and reagents, photochemistry etc.

Besides application of APTES there are other strategies for modification of MXene such as self-initiated photo-grafting and photopolymerization not requiring an anchor layer, self-assembled monolayer (SAM) and initiator, applying a nature polymer, soy phospholipid (SP) improving permeability, stable cycling, and retention and PEGylation of MXene improving the water dispersibility of MXene by electrostatic adsorption [81].

Recently, a novel MXene modification approach was developed by substitution or elimination reactions in molten inorganic salts. Such modification allowed to synthetize MXene containing =O, -NH, =S, -Cl, -Se, -Br, and -Te surface terminations [82].

4.2 Preparation of hybrid nanoparticles based on MXene

The hydrothermal method run in a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave (150°C, 5 h; aqueous solution of vitamin C and Fe³⁺ salt) allowed preparation of composite of MXene with small magnetic Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles with an average size of ~4.9 nm (Ti₃C₂Tₓ/Fe₃O₄). These hybrid magnetic nanoparticles show a great promise for selective enrichment of various biomolecules/antigens based on affinity interactions [83].

Other promising nanocomposite option is represented by MXene sheets combined with metallic NPs [84–87], which can be further effectively modified by crosslinkers due to their high affinity towards MXene or by other biomolecules for final detection of target molecules/biomarkers. MXene/metallic nanoparticles (NPs) based nanocomposites can be prepared by spontaneous reduction of salts of precious metals or by applying an external reducing agent such as NaBH₄. A simple spontaneous reduction of metallic salts to form Ag, Au, and Pd nanoparticles onto
the Ti$_3$C$_2$Tx MXene sheets was applied for formation of particles exhibiting surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) phenomenon [85]. Moreover, an AuNP/MXene composite boosts sensitivity of detection of oncomarker such as microRNA [88]. Similarly, the composite consisting of Ti$_3$C$_2$Tx MXene and PtNPs was prepared by means of in-situ reduction of Pt precursor (spontaneously or by external reducing agents) on MXene surface. Composite was used for electrochemical catalysis [69] and sensing of important small bioactive compounds [72]. The negatively charged acetylcholinesterase (AChE) was electrostatically deposited on the hybrid nanocomposite of MXene/AgNPs/chitosan from a mixture of the enzyme and chitosan onto MXene/AuNPs for detection of organophosphate pesticide [86].

Graphite oxide as another 2D material was used to form composite together with MXene and such a composite led to a stable and efficient electrochemical detection of H$_2$O$_2$ and maintained hemoglobin biological activity even after ink jet printing applied for a sensor-based application [89].

4.3 Electrostatic and other interactions

MXene surface can be patterned via electrostatic interactions between MXene and chitosan making a nanocomposite from a negatively charged Ti$_3$C$_2$Tx MXene and positively charged biopolymer. Chitosan due to beneficial properties i.e. biocompatibility, nontoxicity and film-forming ability was successfully applied in numerous studies for preparation of MXene/chitosan bionanocomposites or hybrid MXene/chitosan-based nanoparticles. Such a bionanocomposite was used for attachment of an enzyme sarsosine oxidase for detection of sarcosine as a potential prostate cancer biomarker. The biosensor could detect the analyte from LOD of 18 nM up to 7.8 μM. The device responded to the analyte in an extremely short time of 2 s and the analyte was detected in a complex sample with recovery index of 102.6% (Figure 2) [90]. Glutaraldehyde was not needed for immobilization of the enzyme [90]. Such approach with glutaraldehyde was also used in other studies [91, 92]. In addition Nafion was proved to be an effective “adhesive” to deposit MXene onto the surface, e.g. for a final electrostatic immobilization of glucose oxidase (GOx) [84], to deposit MXene with adsorbed hemoglobin [93, 94], MXene/Mn$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$ hybrid particles [95] or MXene/TiO$_2$ mixed with hemoglobin on GCE [96].

DNA aptamer activated through EDC/NHS chemistry was covalently immobilized onto MXene electrostatically modified with polyethyleneimine (PEI) [97]. Zheng et al. [98] described in situ adsorption of DNA on MXene surface through aromatic hydrophobic bases and in further step modified Ti$_3$C$_2$/DNA interface was patterned by PdNPs and PtNPs deposited using NaBH$_4$ as a reducing agent to obtain Ti$_3$C$_2$/DNA/Pd/Pt nanocomposite.

Figure 2.
A graphical presentation of a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) modified using a MXene/chitosan nanocomposite as a support for sarcosine oxidase (SOx) immobilization and indirect sarcosine detection in urine, based on hydrogen peroxide electrochemical reduction. SOx structure is adapted from the protein data Bank (code 1EL5). Figure taken from Ref. [90].

Novel Nanomaterials
Any conductive interface can be patterned by MXene by a simple casting of a MXene dispersion on untreated electrodes with formation of MXene layer after drying [73]. Alternatively, the electrodes can be pretreated in order to make them more adhesive for formation of MXene layer. To make surface of screen-printed electrodes (SPEs) hydrophilic for subsequent deposition of MXene, SPEs were electrochemically activated in 0.1 M NaOH by CV in a potential range from −0.6 V to 1.3 V [50]. SPEs patterned with delaminated MXene suspension as signal enhancer were applied for quantifying acetaminophen (ACOP) and isoniazid (INZ) in blood serum samples [99]. The presence of abundant highly active surface sites due to functional groups (=O, -F and -OH) offers additional opportunity for MXene to interact with various positively charged functional groups of molecules.

Besides electrostatic modification of MXene by a modifier applied as glue for subsequent attachment of bioreceptors, electrostatic interactions could be applied also to modify MXene by redox molecules. Methylene blue as a redox probe due to its positive charge can be electrostatically deposited on MXene layer with a final immobilization of the enzyme urease on the surface using glutaraldehyde [50]. Moreover electrostatic interaction was utilized for deposition of positively (CTA⁺) charged cetyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTAC) on the negatively (OH⁻) charged Nb₂C nanosheets resulting in CTAC-anchored Nb₂C nanosheets and subsequently in situ formation of mesoporous silica layer (a pore size of 2.9 nm) by co-deposition of CTAB and tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) in the next step [100].

Rich surface chemistry of MXenes can be also applied for interaction with a number of molecules. High applicability of exfoliated MXene (e-MXene) has been investigated as a matrix due to its high laser energy absorption, electrical conductivity and photothermal conversion for laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (LDI-MS) analysis of various analytes (saccharides - glucose, sorbitol, sucrose, and mannitol, amino acids - Arg, Phe, His, and Pro, peptide - leu-enkephalin and antibiotics - sulfamerazine and norfloxacin, benzylpyridinium salt (BP), environmental pollutants). Before LDI-MS measurement 1 μL of each small molecule solution was spotted on a target plate, mixed with 1 μL of e-MXene suspension and dried under ambient condition. The e-MXenes exhibiting a high resolution and salt-tolerance demonstrated a strong potential for the development of an efficient analytical platform based on LDI-MS analysis [101]. In addition, Ti₃C₂ MXene assisted LDI-LIFT-TOF/TOF was utilized for differentiation and relative quantitative analysis of three types of glycan isomers resulting in higher sensitivity, better homogeneity and stable relative peak intensity for glycan analysis. Moreover nine disaccharides, two trisaccharides, three heptasaccharides and ten natural product extractions were resolved by applying MXene with LDI-LIFT-MS/MS. The enhanced sensitivity and background-free nature of the fragment profile obtained by LDI-LIFT-TOF/TOF opens up a new realm for nanomaterial assisted glycan structural analysis and/or enrichment either through MXenes themselves or in combination with other functionalized magnetic nanoparticles [102].

Glycans are biomolecules, both simple and complex carbohydrates playing important roles in molecular recognition, protein conformation, cell proliferation and differentiation. The analysis of glycans and their structure has gained considerable attention because of their close relationship with disease occurrence and progression. Major types of glycans include N-linked glycans attached to the nitrogen atom in the asparagine side chain within a consensus amino acid sequence Asn-X-Ser/Thr (X should not be proline), and O-linked glycans attached to the oxygen atom of several amino acid residues including serine and threonine. Other types of glycans include glycosaminoglycans usually found attached to the proteins (proteoglycans) and also lipid chains as in glycolipids. MXenes can play an important role in the hydrogen-bonding interactions with glycans and in metal ions (Na⁺/K⁺) enrichment and transfer leading to improvement of the ionization efficiency of glycans.
5. Advanced 2D MXenes-based nanobiosensors as ultrasensitive detection tools

The link between progressive detection and daily/routine tests is fostered by (bio)sensing platforms employing nanomaterials/nanostructures with outstanding electronic, electrocatalytic, magnetic, mechanical, and optical properties. Novel multifunctional nanometer-sized structures combine advantageous large surface-to-volume ratio, controlled morphology and structure that would allow immobilizing bioreceptors with preserved biocompatibility, biostability and biodistribution [103]. Compared to other 2D materials (graphene, graphitic carbon nitride, MoS$_2$), MXenes nanomaterials carry a unique combination of excellent electrical conductivity, complete metal atomic layers, ease of functionalization, high stability, hydrophilicity, large surface area, ultrathin 2D sheet-like morphology, excellent mechanical properties and good bio-compatibility [49, 77].

Bioreceptor’s intrinsic characteristics including its affinity towards the analyte, structural stability during biosensor’s operation and a methodology deployed for bioreceptor immobilization onto the transducing surface can significantly affect sensitivity, selectivity and robustness (reproducibility, stability etc.) of a biosensor. The biorecognition element is usually grafted onto a surface, i.e., in the close vicinity of the transducer. Additional specifications, which need to be optimized for advanced biosensing performance, are the accessibility of the analyte to the biorecognition site of the bioreceptor, the distance between the bioreceptor and the transducer (surface) and bioreceptor’s interfacial density.

Both enhanced biocompatibility and increase of the transducing surface area of the (bio)sensors related to enhanced catalytic activity drive a design of 2D MXene nanomaterial-based biosensors utilizing aptamers, antibodies, enzymes and protein molecules [23, 60, 68]. Ultrathin 2D sheet-like morphology with potential for high density incorporation of a number of functional groups as well as excellent ion intercalation behavior also show up as promising features for (bio)sensing applications [104]. On the other hand the implementation of MXenes as next-generation detection devices will require a substantial improvement of the stability of MXenes towards oxidation.

“Detect-to-protect” biosensors are compact analytical devices converting the biochemical reaction into an analytical and measurable signal. Due to their high specificity which is directly dependent on the receptor used (biomolecules or synthetic compounds), their sensitivity, compact size and simple operation, biosensors are the tool of choice for detection of chemical and biological components. Principally, biosensors are formed by two components, a biorecognition part consisting of a biological or synthetic receptor (enzymes, antibodies, nucleic acids, organelles, plant and animal tissue, whole organism, or organs) that utilizes a specific biochemical or chemical reaction mechanism with an analyte and a transducer where the interaction between a bioreceptor and an analyte is transformed into a measurable signal. There are two major obstacles in biosensor development; incorporation/immobilization of (bio)receptors in suitable matrix and monitoring/quantifying the interactions between the analytes and these receptors [105].

In order to allow for a rapid screening of analytes/antigens from human samples a real-time analysis is the preferred approach. The corresponding biosensor should be cheap, small, portable and user-friendly.

The key part of a biosensor is the transducer, which screens a physical change accompanying the bioaffinity reaction (amperometric biosensors, calorimetric biosensors, optical biosensors, piezo-electric biosensors, potentiometric biosensors).
A typical biosensor consists of:
1. a bioreceptor that specifically binds to the analyte;
2. an interface architecture where a specific biological event takes place and gives rise to a signal screened by such an interface;
3. a transducer element converting a biorecognition event into a measurable signal;
4. a computer software able to further process and store measured signal;
5. an interface to the human operator.

The morphology of ultrathin 2D Ti$_3$C$_2$ MXene single or few layered nanosheets with high density of functional groups offers improved biomolecule loading and rapid access to the analyte. The covalent immobilization of biorecognition elements (DNAs, enzymes, proteins, etc.) leads not only to improved uniformity and accessibility of immobilized bioreceptors, but also to higher density of bound bioreceptors, all resulting in an enhanced biosensor performance.

Jastrzębska et al. observed that 2D Ti$_3$C$_2$ MXene superficially oxidized into titanium (III) oxide i.e., Ti$_3$O$_5$ by sonication of MXene flakes followed by a mild thermal oxidation in water at 60°C for 24 h resulted in “fine-tuning” of the toxicity of the flakes to cancerous cell lines. The authors found out, that thermally oxidized samples showed the highest cytotoxic effect, moreover they were selectively toxic towards all cancerous cell lines with increasing concentration of nanomaterial up to 375 mg L$^{-1}$ [106].

5.1 State-of-the-art approaches of MXenes-based nanobiosensors for cancer biomarkers detection

Cancer is one of the deadliest diseases worldwide, and acquiring cancer-specific data by quantitative analysis of cancer-associated biomarkers is crucial to monitor cancer progression and for the early treatment [107]. As reported by the World Health Organization, the year of 2030 should be marked by approximately 12 million cancer related deaths, making cancer a major public health problem and one of the most prominent death-causing factors worldwide. The number of new cases of cancer (cancer incidence) is presently around 439 per 100,000 per capita per year [108]. Early-stage diagnostics of various types of cancer diseases is important since it offers opportunities to extend life expectation of patients. Tumor markers exist in tumor cells themselves or are secreted by tumor cells. In either case the presence of these tumor markers above a set threshold may suggest the existence and/or growth of a tumor. The phrase “tumor marker” is often transposed for the term “biomarker” [109] and vice versa. Biomarkers can be applied as an early diagnostic tool, to monitor disease progression, as a prognostic tool and as means for prediction and monitoring of clinical response to an intervention.

According to the National Institute of Health, a biological marker (biomarker): is a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic intervention.

A tumor/cancer marker is a substance produced by a tumor or by the host in response to a cancer cell that can be objectively measured and evaluated as an indicator of cancerous processes within the body. The term tumor marker was firstly coined in 1847 and presently there are more than 100 known different tumor markers [110]. Biomarkers have a great potential for screening and diagnostics because they are present in blood and provide information about the health condition [111]. In healthy individuals, the tumor marker concentration is comparatively
low level or even absent, while increased values can reveal development and/or progression of a disease [112]. Serum biomarkers providing key information about the disease are important for management of cancer patients since blood aspiration is only a moderately invasive procedure. There is clear need for early-stage cancer diagnostics, efficient treatment and posttreatment monitoring to avoid progress of the disease into advanced stages. Therefore there is an enormous demand for efficient less-invasive investigation i.e. analysis of cancer biomarkers in plasma/serum samples at low limit of detection [113].

Limit of Detection (LOD): the level of analyte that leads to a sensor signal which is statistically significantly different from the background signal obtained in the absence of the analyte. A frequently used definition of LOD is a concentration that gives a signal greater than three times the standard deviation of a blank sample consisting entirely of a matrix (S/N) = 3.

The unique physico-chemical properties of MXenes make them a significant tool that can be employed in the cancer therapy (photothermal therapy, photodynamic therapy, radiation therapy, chemotherapy), cancer imaging (CT/MRI/PA imaging) as well as cancer theranostic applications [21].

5.2 MXene-based electrochemical nanobiosensors

Electrochemical biosensors are prospective tool of choice for an early-stage diagnostics of cancer diseases [114]. Electrochemical methods such as CV, CA, DPV, EIS, square wave voltammetry (SWV) provide a number of advantages. They are reliable, easy-to-use, affordable and highly sensitive and reliable [107, 115, 116]. Lab-on-chip biosensors are compact and portable miniaturized devices that can be employed in cancer biomarkers research leading to potential clinical applications. Biosensors employing surface nanoarchitectures with this type of detection offer attractive features including straightforward miniaturization, excellent LODs, robustness, small analyte volumes and the ability to be applied in turbid biofluids with optically absorbing and fluorescing compounds.

Single/few-layered MXene (Ti$_3$C$_2$) nanosheets were functionalized with (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) to enable covalent attachment of bioreceptor onto f-Ti$_3$C$_2$-MXene for electrochemical detection of carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) as a widely used tumor marker [77]. The ultrathin 2D nanosheets of single/multilayer MXene Ti$_3$C$_2$ with high density of functional groups brought in improved antibodies anchoring and faster access to analyte. The label-free aminosilane and bio-functionalized f-Ti$_3$C$_2$-MXene-based biosensor (BSA/anti-CEA/f-Ti$_3$C$_2$-MXene/GC) demonstrated LOD of 0.000018 ng mL$^{-1}$ with sensitivity of 37.9 μA ng$^{-1}$ mL cm$^{-2}$ per decade (a linear detection range of 0.0001–2000 ng mL$^{-1}$) for CEA determination using hexaammineruthenium ([Ru(NH$_3$)$_6$]$_3^+$) as a preferable redox probe and CV as a detection technique [77].

Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA, molecular mass of 180–200 kDa) is a highly glycosylated cell surface protein consisting of approx. 60% carbohydrates, which attains elevated levels in a number malignancies, such as colorectal, breast and ovarian, gastric, liver and pancreatic cancer. Serum CEA is used in clinical research to identify early stages of disease, monitor tumor recurrence and metastatic disease. The normal range of serum CEA in healthy adults of non-smokers is below 2.5 ng mL$^{-1}$ and in the serum of smokers below 5.0 ng mL$^{-1}$, but increases rapidly when normal cells become cancerous.

Due to their excellent electrical conductivity and large specific surface area with a large number of potential attachment binding sites, 2D MXenes are also applied as
a conductive support for immobilization of aptamer probes. Wang et al., modified electrode surface with MXene for development of a MUC1 biosensor [117]. The ferrocene-labeled complementary DNA was bound onto MXene nanosheets to design a detection probe for electrochemical signal amplification. GCE was modified by electrodeposited AuNPs with MUC1 aptamer attached to the modified electrode via Au-S bonds. The modified electrode was blocked using bovine serum albumin (BSA) in order to resist non-specific interactions. Next, a detection probe was attached to the modified electrode via hybridization between complementary DNA and a MUC1 aptamer. Upon interaction of MUC1 with such an electrode, the detection probe was detached from the working electrode resulting in a decrease of an electrochemical signal (a signal-off response). This competitive aptasensor detected MUC1 with LOD of 0.33 pM with a linear range up to 10 mM. The relative standard deviation (RSD) of the peak current difference response was 1.43%, indicating that the aptasensor had good reproducibility. The peak current difference response of the aptasensor did not change much in ten days, indicating its acceptable stability [117].

Currently, there are more than 20 known types of mucins. They are encoded by MUC genes and represent high molecular weight glycoproteins expressed on epithelial cells. Aberrantly glycosylated mucins are expressed in cancer cells and serve as oncogenic molecules.

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) overexpression is a biomarker for a number of diseases including cardiovascular disorders, cancer, rheumatic diseases, diabetes, neurological disorders, liver diseases, kidney diseases, and immune dysfunction. The microRNAs (miRNAs) are biomolecules composed of 18–24 nucleotides and they play a key role in biological processes such as cell proliferation, apoptosis and tumorigenesis. Abnormal expression has been monitored in breast cancer as well as in other cancer types with observed blood stability. The miRNA-182 demonstrates tissue specificity and sequential expression in the different stages during lung cancer development or evolution. The miRNA-155 is overexpressed in human breast cancers.

The label-free strategy for the ultrasensitive detection of miRNA-182 was based on glassy carbon electrode (GCE) modified step-by-step by van der Waals forces and electrostatic interactions with MoS$_2$/Ti$_3$C$_2$, AuNPs, ssRNA [118]. BSA was used to block unbound gold particles surface and avoid nonspecific adsorption. The biosensor was able to determine miRNA-182 with LOD of 0.43 fM (a linear range of 1 fM - 0.1 nM) by DPV method [118]. The recovery was 105%, 95.3% and 93.0% for the concentration of $10^{10}$ M, $10^{12}$ M and $10^{14}$ M of the analyte respectively, manifesting its effective detection of miRNA-182 in real sample [118].

Duan with co-workers [119] developed an impedimetric aptasensing strategy based on a novel zero dimensional (0D)/2D nanohybrid of Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ nanosheets decorated with FePc QDs (denoted as Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$@using iron phthalocyanine quantum dots (FePcQDs)) for miRNA-155 detection. The miRNA-155 was established by applying impedimetric aptasensor with LOD of 4.3 aM (S/N = 3, a linear concentration range from 0.01 fM to 10 pM). The observed relative standard deviation (RSD) of the five aptasensors for detection of miRNA-155 was as low as 2.98%, demonstrating good reproducibility of the proposed aptasensor. Moreover, the signal remained 104% of the original signal after 15 days of storage, revealing a satisfactory stability of the present aptasensor [119].

Multiple (miRNA-21 and miRNA-141) and rapid (80 min) analysis of onco microRNAs in total plasma was carried out with combination of AuNPs (5 nm) decorated MXene as an electrode interface and a duplex-specific nuclease (DSN) as an amplification system applied onto home-made screen-printed gold electrode.
As the initial step, functionalization of two magnetic particles (MPs) with two different single-stranded DNAs (ssDNAs) was performed through labeling with methylene blue (MB) and ferrocene (Fc) that were partially complementary to the target miRNA. After the invasion of targets and amplification cycle, the released uncleaved DNA sequences harboring redox labels were hybridized with the electrochemical sensor platforms for subsequent measurements. To enhance the electrochemical signal, the SPGE was modified with the synthesized MXene-Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ and patterned with AuNPs and further loaded with abundant ssDNAs (base) to provide a significantly higher electrochemical signal compared to the AuNP/Au electrodes (almost 4 orders of magnitude increase). The LODs of the biosensor exhibiting multiplex ability, antifouling activity and single mutation recognition for miRNA-21 and miRNA-141 detection reaching low LOD levels down to 204 aM and 138 aM (a wide linear range up to 50 nM), respectively. The synergic effect of combining MXene based electrochemical amplification and DNA target recycling, resulted in a short assay time of 80 min, a good assay reproducibility (RSD ≈ 4.7%) and stability of 95.2% and 97.1% of its initial signal values assigned to MB and Fc, respectively, after 4 weeks of storage [88].

Xu et al. [120] treated Ti$_3$C$_2$ MXene with NaOH and hydrogen peroxide in a Teflon lined stainless-steel autoclave by a simultaneous oxidation and alkalization resulting in the synthesized 3D sodium titanate nanoribbons (M-NTO) in order to overcome restacking of MXenes flakes. Such a composite offered fast electron transfer ability, high specific surface area and excellent biocompatibility by connection of 3D M-NTO with conductive poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT). AuNPs were electrodeposited in the next step on the surface of M-NTO-PEDOT for immobilization of antibodies against prostate specific antigen (PSA) for PSA detection. Assay reproducibility was high with RSD of 1.89% with satisfactory biosensor stability (84.2% of its original response after 2 weeks storage at 4°C). The label-free immunosensor could detect PSA with LOD of 0.03 pg L$^{-1}$ (S/N = 3) by DPV [120].

The prostate-specific antigen (PSA, 28.4 kDa) belongs to the tissue kallikrein-related family of peptidases and is also known as g-seminoprotein, kallikrein-3 or KLK3. PSA, presenting a single-chain glycoprotein containing approximately 8% (by mass) of N-glycan with a single glycosylation site is produced by vesicles in prostate epithelial cells. Prostate cancer (PCa, adenocarcinoma or glandular cancer of the prostate gland) is the 2nd most abundant cancer type in men worldwide, with an estimated 1.1 million cases diagnosed in 2012 alone. The PSA level in healthy body is lower than 4 ng mL$^{-1}$. In addition, PSA was sensitively detected with capacitance-based enzyme immunosensor [121] based on enzymatic biocatalytic precipitation of precipitate on interdigitated micro-comb electrode (IDE). AuNPs heavily functionalized with HRP and detection antibodies (HRP-Au-Ab$_2$) were utilized as the signal generating probe. Firstly, MXene dispersion in 1.0 wt % Nafion ethanol solution was dropped onto IDE to modify it. Next anti-PSA capture antibodies (Ab$_1$) were physically adsorbed onto the nanosheets. Subsequently PSA, HRP-Au-Ab$_2$ conjugates, H$_2$O$_2$ and HRP-tyramine conjugates were incubated step-by-step with the immunosensor at room temperature. The target PSA was determined with LOD of 0.031 ng mL$^{-1}$ in a linear range up to 50 ng mL$^{-1}$ with RSD of 10.7%, indicating good reproducibility [121].

Liu et al. [122] designed a “signal-on” photoelectrochemical (PEC) biosensor employing a Ti$_3$C$_2$/BiVO$_4$ Schottky junction for a signal generation for ultrasensitive detection of vascular endothelial growth factor$_{165}$ (VEGF$_{165}$) with LOD of 3.3 fM (a linear range of 10 fM - 100 nM). First, in situ synthesized...
Ti$_3$C$_2$/BiVO$_4$ nanocomposite covered the surface of the electrode to produce an initial photocurrent signal. The T7 Exonuclease (T7 Exo)-assisted dual signal amplification strategy was applied to achieve improved sensitivity of the PEC sensor. With the target VEGF$_{165}$, the hairpin DNA (HP2), containing the aptamer of VEGF$_{165}$ can be specifically identified and opened to specifically recognize the exposed toehold of S1 on the magnetic bead, releasing the output DNA S2, S3, and S4. Further, T7 Exo was used to digest the recessed 5' termini of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). VEGF$_{165}$-HP2 complex was released for the next cycle, which can be converted to multiple output DNAs. Next, the output DNA hybridized with hairpin DNA (HP1) on the electrode to form a double-stranded structure, which provided a wonderful platform for the intercalation of methylene blue. Methylene blue effectively increased light absorption and promoted the electron transfer along the dsDNA, resulting in an enhanced PEC signal. The inter-assay and intra-assay RSD values were calculated to be 2.42% and 2.26%, respectively, illustrating the outstanding reproducibility of the biosensor [122].

The vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a biomarker with a molecular mass of 18–27 kDa and can be related to various cancer types for example brain, lung, gastrointestinal, hepatobiliary, renal, breast, ovarian. Normal level of VEGF in serum is ~ 220 pg mL$^{-1}$. An impedimetric aptasensor based on the nanostructured multicomponent hybrid of Ti$_3$C$_2$Tx nanosheets and phosphomolybdic acid (PMo$_{12}$) nanoparticles integrated by embedding within the polypyrrole (PPy) matrix (PPy@Ti$_3$C$_2$Tx/PMo$_{12}$) was utilized for detection of osteopontin (OPN) [53]. The PPy@Ti$_3$C$_2$Tx/PMo$_{12}$-based aptasensor estimated OPN with LOD of 0.98 fg mL$^{-1}$ in a linear range of 0.05–10,000 pg mL$^{-1}$. The biosensor exhibited low RSD of the assays of around 1.7% and during the biosensor offered also good operational stability [53].

Osteopontin (OPN, 41–75 kDa) known as a phosphoprotein regulates tumor metastasis and leads to cancer progression (breast, colon, liver, lung, ovarian, prostate). OPN plays an important role in tumor invasion, growth, angiogenesis, and metastasis by upregulating several signaling pathways. Normal level in serum is 16 ng mL$^{-1}$. 5.3 MXene-based optical nanobiosensors

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is a principal technique for in situ bioaffinity assays of various target (bio)molecules without a need for fluorescent or enzymatic labeling. SPR (bio)sensors could be developed with improved operational parameters by applying nanomaterials [123]. SPR detection platform offers beneficial advantages for the biosensing including label-free and real-time detection, high sensitivity and selectivity, ease of miniaturization and rapid detection making the technique well suited for bioassays.

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is optical sensing technology which can be used for health monitoring, early disease diagnosis, and environment safety. It has become a valuable tool for biological, chemical, and biomedical applications. It has been widely used in various biochemical and biosensing applications, particularly for enzyme detection, drug diagnostic, dsDNA hybridization, and applied as an immune sensor. SPR sensors are refractive index based sensors that can be experimentally implemented for real-time biosensing without the labeling of the analytes or biomolecules.
It is an established high sensitivity platform for measuring minute concentrations of analyte and kinetics of biomolecular interactions. SPR generates an evanescent wave at the interface of two materials, when properly polarized incident light excites charge density oscillation (also called surface plasmons, SPs) supported by thin metal film deposited on the prism. However, SPR condition is established only after proper coupling of p-polarized incident wave with surface plasmon wave (SPW), when the frequency of evanescent wave matches the natural frequency of the SPW. SPR in reflection mode measures the resonance angle at a dip in reflectivity and a complete energy transfer from evanescent wave to SPW is achieved. Resonance angle is very sensitive to alteration of sensing medium refractive index (RI), i.e. on adsorption of analytes, which changes SPR condition. The sensitivity of the sensor is directly related to the resonance angle shift, which is sensitive to the modification of the RI of the sensing medium. In conventional SPR, a thin film of noble metal is used for SPs generation as well as adsorption of biomolecules or other analytes. Gold is a preferred interface, as it is non-oxidizing, corrosion-free, with substantial chemical stability, and shows stable adsorption of analytes with high sensitivity. However it shows a broad resonance curve causing reduction in detection accuracy. Silver (Ag) on the other hand shows higher accuracy through sharper reflectance curve but a poor chemical stability, as it is assumed to oxidize quickly on direct exposure to the atmosphere. Ag can be utilized efficiently in the SPR sensor if its oxidation can be avoided by using some protective layer over it. Conventional SPR sensor utilizing prism, metal layer and sensing medium offers smaller sensitivity.

Due to its absorption, a few-layer Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$ MXene can contribute to the improved sensitivity of SPR biosensors. Enhanced sensitivity by 16.8%, 28.4%, 46.3% and 33.6% was achieved for the proposed SPR biosensors based on Au with 4 layers, Ag with 7 layers, Al with 12 layers and Cu with 9 layers of Ti$_3$C$_2$T$_x$, respectively [124].

The platform based on prism/gold layer/MXene/WS$_2$/black phosphorus using monolayer of each nanomaterial was proved as a novel SPR sensing material with enhanced sensitivity of 15.6% compared to a bare metal film [125]. MXene-based composite, g-C$_3$N$_4$/MXene-AgNPs, including g-C$_3$N$_4$ as a photocatalyst, MXene as a co-catalyst and AgNPs as an electron mediator offered enhanced photocatalytic activity. The increased optical absorption and reduced band-gap energy due to the SPR effect of AgNPs deposited on such nanocomposite modified interface was observed [126].

Wu with co-workers [49] took advantage of hydrophilic and biocompatible Ti$_3$C$_2$ surface as a platform for making a nanohybrid consisting of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs)-polydopamine (PDA)-Ag nanoparticles (AgNPs) as a signal probe to develop SPR biosensor, that is easy to prepare, convenient to operate, and provides high sensitivity and selectivity. In order to obtain good orientation and immobilization of monoclonal anti-CEA antibody (Ab$_1$), synthesized Ti$_3$C$_2$/AuNPs composite was firstly decorated with staphylococcal protein A (SPA) to which Ab$_1$ was captured by affinity interaction through its Fc region. Polyclonal anti-CEA antibodies (Ab$_2$) were conjugated with a nanohybrid through Schiff-base reaction between amino residues and quinone groups of PDA. By introducing a MWPAg-Ab$_2$ conjugate to form a sandwich format, LOD of 0.07 fM was achieved for CEA detection (a dynamic range of 2 × 10$^{-16}$ - 2 × 10$^{-8}$ M). However, there are some limitations of such biosensing platform including time-consuming fabrication of the interfacial layer prior to analysis, but the biosensor exhibited good assay reproducibility with RSD below 5%. The stability of the fabricated sensing platform was also investigated by measuring the SPR responses to 10$^{-12}$ M CEA concentration over the period of 7 days, during which the sensing platform was stored at 4°C. The developed biosensor lost 13% of its initial activity after storing for 7 days [49].

Wu et al. [127] utilized amino-functionalized N-Ti$_3$C$_2$-MXene-hollow gold nanoparticles (HGNPs)-staphylococcal protein A (SPA) complexes as a signal enhancer for CEA detection with LOD of 0.15 fM (a linear range of 0.001–1000 pM) at SPR (Figure 3). The SPR biosensor was stable (80% of the initial response...
after storage for 28 days), reproducible (average assay RSD less than 5%) and offering operational stability (84% of its initial activity after five reuse cycles) [127].

Among various investigation methods for detection of cancer biomarkers, fluorescence analysis methods, especially fluorescent nanoprobes based on “turn on” mechanism, are regarded as sensitive and reliable analytical tools for cancer diagnosis. The nanoprobes can be ideally stabilized in both extracellular and intracellular microenvironment and respond to multi-biomarkers with different spatial distributions to achieve multilayer information of diverse biomarkers range from cell membrane to the cytoplasm at a cellular level [128]. Wang with colleagues [128] investigated fluorescence quenching capacity of Ti$_3$C$_2$ MXenes for biosensing of dual biomarkers in single (MCF-7) living cells. A chimeric DNA-functionalized Ti$_3$C$_2$ probe was employed for real-time and multilayer simultaneous fluorescent imaging of plasma membrane glycoprotein MUC1 and cytoplasmic microRNA-21 at nM concentration in vitro (Figure 4). Ti$_3$C$_2$ MXene was decorated with polyacrylic acid to achieve high stabilization and dispersion of MXene with delivering functional groups were employed for covalent linkage of the bioreceptor (a dual signal-tagged chimeric DNA probe (dcDNA)) [128].

Guo et al. [129] fabricated Ti$_3$C$_2$ QDs (~4.2 nm in diameter) by a hydrothermal treatment with beneficial and excellent salt tolerance, anti-photobleaching and dispersion stability in aqueous solution. Ti$_3$C$_2$ QDs were applied as the fluorescent markers for fluorescent signal readout without and for sensitive fluorimetric analysis of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity with LOD of 0.02 U L$^{-1}$. Moreover, an accurate analysis of ALP by applying Ti$_3$C$_2$ QDs-based strategy for assays of AFP in the lysates of embryonic stem cells was also achieved by such a biosensor device [129].

Alkaline phosphatase (ALP), as an essential enzyme in phosphate metabolism, responsible for catalysis of the dephosphorylation of a variety of substrates. The abnormal level of serum ALP, as a crucial biomarker for clinical diagnostics, is closely related to various diseases, such as diabetes, hepatitis and prostatic cancer. In addition a high ALP activity is the traditional biomarker of pluripotent embryonic stem cells.

A strand displacement dual amplification (SDDA) strategy was developed by Chen et al. [130] for simultaneous detection of multiple miRNAs analytes in a cell lysate using a unique single strand-double strand-single strand DNA (sdsDNA) probe, which was generated by the target recognition probe hybridizing with the site region probe. The fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) assay was used for highly photostable, specific and sensitive detection of miRNAs with LOD.
of 0.5 fM and 0.85 fM for miRNA-21 and miRNA-10b, respectively (a linear range from 5 fM to 100 pM) [130].

PSA was the both qualitatively and quantitatively examined through a sandwich-type immunoreaction and a photothermal measurement by applying Ti$_3$C$_2$ MXene quantum dots (QDs)-encapsulated liposome with a high photothermal efficiency [131]. Ti$_3$C$_2$ MXene QDs as the innovative photothermal signal beacons were entrapped in the liposome for the labeling of the secondary antibody on the surface. The sandwich-type assay was carried out by coupling a low-cost microplate with a homemade 3D printed device. Under NIR-laser irradiation of 808 nm, Ti$_3$C$_2$ MXene QDs converted the light energy into heat, and the shift in the temperature correlating with the analyte concentration. LOD of 0.4 ng mL$^{-1}$ for PSA was obtained by a near-infrared (NIR) photothermal immunoassay (a linear range of 1.0 ng mL$^{-1}$ - 50 ng mL$^{-1}$). The portable equipment employing a portable NIR imaging camera was able to
collect the visual thermal data for semi-quantitative analysis of target PSA within 3 min [131].

Liposome, a target-responsive nanomaterial containing a bilayer of phospholipids with the spherical structure, is promising due to its superior biocompatibility, versatility of surface modification, operability of dimensional control and large-volume internal loading. The functional liposome acts as the biological signal amplifier by encapsulating numerous signal molecules and binding with biological recognition molecules like DNA, enzyme, protein and nanomaterial.

5.4 Detection of exosomes as a source of cancer biomarkers by applying 2D MXenes

Exosomes as type of endosome-derived cell-secreted vesicles with the structure of a lipid bilayer membrane are responsible for signal transduction in intercellular communication and extracellular matrix remodeling. In addition exosomes can also carry cargo affecting neighboring cells and they can form pre-metastatic niches [115]. Thus, exosomes are behind localized tumor development, progression and induction of distant tumors forming metastasis. The fact, that a substantially higher cellular activity of tumor cells results in the production of a greater number of exosomes than in normal/healthy cells, makes them hot candidates for cancer diagnostics in itself [115].

Exosomes are naturally produced biological nanoparticles, with their size usually defined in the range from ~30 nm up to 100 nm or sometimes up to 200 nm. Other types of extracellular vesicles (EVs) include microvesicles (50–1000 nm, which bud directly off the plasma membrane), ectosomes (vesicles assembled at and released from a plasma membrane), shedding vesicles, microparticles and apoptotic vesicles (500–2000 nm, which bud off the membrane of cells undergoing apoptosis).

Electrochemiluminescence (ECL) as an upcoming technique joining the benefits of both electrochemistry and chemiluminescence, has been widely applied for biomarker analysis thanks to its high sensitivity, short response time and low background signal [132]. A biosensor based on the application of MXene and ECL was developed for sensitive detection of exosomes [133]. First, MXene ($\zeta$ ~ −50 mV) was modified by polyethyleneimine (PEI) ($\zeta$ ~ +55 mV) through electrostatic interactions to prepare an MXene/PEI nanocomposite ($\zeta$ ~ +80 mV). This positively charged nanocomposite was subsequently used in covalent immobilization of an aptamer against CD63 protein, which is present on the surface of the exosomes using an amine-coupling chemistry. In an effort to detect exosomes, the GCE was modified by AuNPs, which were next modified by ethylenediamine. In addition, free -NH$_2$ groups of ethylenediamine were activated by EDC/NHS to deposit a polymer, which was finally used for covalent immobilization of an aptamer against the EpCAM protein present on the surface of the exosomes. The signal was generated upon completion of the sandwich configuration as shown in Figure 5.

The biosensor was most sensitive towards exosomes produced by a breast cancer cell line MCF-7, followed by a human liver cancer cell line HepG2 and a melanoma cell line B16. Exosomes released from the MCF-7 cell line were detected in the concentration range from 500 to 5 × 10$^6$ particles µL$^{-1}$ with LOD of 125 particles µL$^{-1}$, which was more than 100 times lower than the conventional ELISA method. The biosensor exhibited an excellent performance by analysis of spiked serum samples with recovery indices of 95–104% [133]. In the later research of the same group, it was shown that, besides CD63 and EpCAM, other proteins
The present on the surface of the exosome can be targeted by DNA aptamers, including PSMA and PTK-7 [134]. Such a biosensor offered highly reproducible assays with RSD of 1.2% and 3.9% for detection of $10^8$ and $10^9$ exosomes mL$^{-1}$, respectively [134].

Another MXene-based biosensor for the detection of exosomes was prepared by Fang et al. [135] GCE was modified by SiNPs and ionic liquid with a final modification of the interface by EpCAM aptamers. In order to detect exosomes, a sandwich configuration was formed by a final incubation with a nanohybrid consisting of MXene modified by black phosphorus quantum dots, Ru(bpy)$_3^{2+}$, and anti-CD63 antibodies. In addition to the ECL detection of exosomes, such a configuration also made photothermal assays possible. The ECL biosensor could detect exosomes down to 37 particles μL$^{-1}$ with a linear range of up to $5 \times 10^7$ particles μL$^{-1}$. The stability of the constructed biosensor was investigated by measuring $1.1 \times 10^5$ exosomes μL$^{-1}$. The ECL intensity kept a relatively stable value under sequential 10 cyclic scans with relative standard deviation (RSD) of 1.1% [135].

6. Conclusions

The novel 2D nanomaterial MXene has a potential to significantly influence the field of biosensing including affinity-based biosensors with expected exponential increase in related works to be published in the years to come. MXene-based biosensors offer adequate sensitivity required for detection of cancer biomarkers present in blood down to ng mL$^{-1}$ level or better (Table 1). However a great deal of effort needs to be invested into finding proper decorating strategies for MXene to simultaneously allow immobilization of biomolecules, but at the same time providing resistance towards non-specific protein binding. Matching this criteria, affinity MXene-based biosensors can be applied for analysis of complex samples such as blood serum or plasma [23]. Point-of-care tests (POC) employing MXene-based devices represent promising candidates with benefits such as adaptability in different/adverse environment,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target biomarker</th>
<th>Biosensor architecture</th>
<th>Detection method</th>
<th>LOD</th>
<th>Linear range</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>BSA/anti-CEA/f-Ti_3C_2-MXene/GC</td>
<td>Electrochemical/ CV</td>
<td>0.000018 ng mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.0001–2000 ng mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>Ti_3C_2MXene/AuNPs/SPA/Ab_1 and MWCNTs-PDA-AgNPs/Ab_2</td>
<td>SPR</td>
<td>0.07 fM</td>
<td>2 × 10(^{-16})–2 × 10(^{-9}) M</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>Ab(_2)-conjugated SPA/HGNPs/N-Ti_3C_2-MXene</td>
<td>SPR</td>
<td>0.15 fM</td>
<td>0.001–1000 pM</td>
<td>[127]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUC1</td>
<td>cDNA-Fe/MXene/Apt/Au/ GCE</td>
<td>Electrochemical/ DPV</td>
<td>0.33 pM</td>
<td>1.0 pM–10 nM</td>
<td>[117]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA-182</td>
<td>BSA/ssRNA/ AuNPs/ MoS(_2)/Ti_3C_2/GCE</td>
<td>Electrochemical/ DPV</td>
<td>0.43 fM</td>
<td>1 fM–0.1 nM</td>
<td>[118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA-155</td>
<td>cDNA/Ti_3C_2@ FePcQDs/AE</td>
<td>Electrochemical/ EIS</td>
<td>4.3 aM</td>
<td>0.01 fM–10 pM</td>
<td>[119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA-21 and</td>
<td>ssDNAs/AuNP@ MXene/SPGE</td>
<td>Electrochemical/ DPV</td>
<td>204 aM (miRNA-21) and 138 aM (miRNA-141)</td>
<td>500 aM–50 nM</td>
<td>[88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA-141</td>
<td>PSA/anti-PSA/AuNPs-M-NTO-PEDOT/GCE</td>
<td>Electrochemical/ DPV</td>
<td>0.03 pg. L(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.0001–20 ng mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>[120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSA</td>
<td>HRP-Au-Ab(_2)-PSA-Ab(_1)-MXene/IDE</td>
<td>Electrochemical/ EIS, CV</td>
<td>0.031 ng mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.1–50 ng mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>[121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEGF(_{165})</td>
<td>MB/DNA/HT/HP1/AuNPs/Ti_3C_2/BiVO(_4)/GCE</td>
<td>Photoelectro-chemical</td>
<td>3.3 fM</td>
<td>10 fM–100 nM</td>
<td>[122]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPN</td>
<td>Apt/PPy@Ti_3C_2/Pt@ PMo(_{12})/AE</td>
<td>Electrochemical/ EIS</td>
<td>0.98 fg mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>0.05–10,000 pg. mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>[53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exosomes</td>
<td>ECL probe - (MXenesBPQDs@Ru(dcbpy)(<em>2))^(</em>{2+})-PEI-Ab(_{CD63}) exosomes/Apt/ILs/SiO(_2) NUs/GCE</td>
<td>ECL</td>
<td>37.0 particles μL(^{-1})</td>
<td>1.1 × 10(^{-5})–1.1 × 10(^{2}) particles μL(^{-1})</td>
<td>[135]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exosomes</td>
<td>MXenes-Apt2/exosomes/Apt1/PNIPAM/AuNPs/ GCE</td>
<td>ECL</td>
<td>125 particles μL(^{-1})</td>
<td>5 × 10(^{-5})–5 × 10(^{6}) particles μL(^{-1})</td>
<td>[97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exosomes</td>
<td>Cy3 labeled CD63 aptamer (Cy3-CD63 aptamer)/ Ti_3C_2 MXenes</td>
<td>Ratiometric fluorescence resonance</td>
<td>1.4 × 10(^{5}) particles mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>10(^{4})–10(^{7}) particles mL(^{-1})</td>
<td>[134]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA-21 and</td>
<td>DNA-NaYF(_6)/Yb,Tm/Er UCNPs and Ti_3C_2 nanosheets</td>
<td>Fluorescence - fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) assay</td>
<td>0.62 fM (miRNA-21) and 0.85 fM (miRNA-10b)</td>
<td>5 fM–100 pM</td>
<td>[130]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA-10b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Key characteristics of MXene-based nanobiosensors for detection of cancer biomarkers.
automation of tests, reduced cost, miniaturization, interference-free detection, etc. [50, 81, 136, 137].
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Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ab\textsubscript{1}</td>
<td>monoclonal anti-CEA antibody, monoclonal mouse anti-human PSA capture antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ab\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>polyclonal anti-CEA antibody, polyclonal rabbit anti-human PSA detection antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>bare Au electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgNPs</td>
<td>Ag nanoparticles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-CEA</td>
<td>carcinoembryonic antibody monoclonal antibody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apt</td>
<td>MUC1 aptamer;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au, AuNPs</td>
<td>Au nanoparticles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPQDs</td>
<td>black phosphorous quantum dots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>bovine serum albumin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>carcinoembryonic antigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>cyclic voltammetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cDNA</td>
<td>complementary deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cDNA-Fc</td>
<td>ferrocene-labeled complementary deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPV</td>
<td>differential pulse voltammetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIS</td>
<td>electrochemical impedance spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f-Ti\textsubscript{3}C\textsubscript{2}-MXene</td>
<td>MXene functionalized with aminosilane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FePcQDs</td>
<td>phthalocyanine quantum dots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC, GCE</td>
<td>glassy carbon electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGNPs</td>
<td>hollow gold nanoparticles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP1</td>
<td>hairpin DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRP</td>
<td>horseradish peroxidase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT</td>
<td>hexanethiol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>interdigitated microcomb electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>ionic liquid (1-carboxymethyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>methylene blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miRNA</td>
<td>microRNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-NTO</td>
<td>3D sodium titanate nanoribbons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUC1</td>
<td>mucin1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWCNTs</td>
<td>multi-walled carbon nanotubes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N – Ti\textsubscript{3}C\textsubscript{2}-MXene</td>
<td>amino-functionalized Ti\textsubscript{3}C\textsubscript{2}-MXene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>polydopamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT</td>
<td>poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMO\textsubscript{12}</td>
<td>phosphomolybdic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNIPAM</td>
<td>Poly (N-isopropylacrylamide), carboxylic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPy</td>
<td>polypyrrole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssDNAs</td>
<td>single-stranded DNAs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PSA prostate specific antigen
SiO₂ NUs SiO₂ nanourchin
SPA staphylococcal protein A
SPGE screen-printed gold electrode
SPR surface plasmon resonance
UCNPs upconversion nanophosphors
VEGF₁₆₅ vascular endothelial growth factor 165
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